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Abstract:
PMSM normally used when there is high demand for
its characteristic of speed stability and synchronous
operation. Nowadays, due to advanced system,
PMSM receives an attention and widely use due to
its advantageous features such as high efficiency,
low noise as well as high power density. This thesis
proposes the optimization of the PI gain used in the
speed control of permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM). The optimization technique used in
this project is Particle Swarm Optimization. PMSM
can be built in different structures which may have
been constructed from two to fifty or more magnet
poles. In this project, field-oriented control is used
to control the speed of the PMSM.
The PSO is used to find the finest gain of the speedPI so that the speed error will be minimized and it is
designed to achieve the specific objective function.
In this paper, the objective is to reduce the steady
state error of the system drive. By randomly
initialize, these particles fly through the search space
dimension to evaluate and updating their positions
and velocity. As updating the position and velocity,
the personal and global best value also keeps
updating until it finds better fitness and achieve the
optimal value. The simulation results proved that the
proposed technique can reduce the speed error close
to zero and get the better result compared to the
heuristic method. This research work presents a
novel design of speed control for a permanent
magnet synchronous motor using evolutionary
techniques called Particle swarm optimization
method.
1.

Introduction

The speed control of the PMSM has been an
important subject recently. Today, numerous
modern industries are controlled utilizing
proportional plus integral (PI) controllers. The
notoriety of the PI controllers can be ascribed to their
great execution in an extensive variety of working
conditions, useful straightforwardness, which
enables Engineers to work them in a basic, clear way
and recognition, with which it is seen among
analysts and experts inside the procedure control
enterprises. Regardless of its, the board utilizes, one
of its fundamental deficiencies is that there is no
effective tuning technique for this sort of controller.
A few strategies have been proposed for the tuning
of PID controllers. Among the customary PI tuning
strategies, the Ziegler– Nichols strategy might be the
most surely understood. For an extensive variety of
useful procedures, this tuning approach works great.
Be that as it may, now and then it doesn't give great
tuning and tends to create a major overshoot.
Consequently, this strategy typically needs retuning
before connected to control mechanical procedures.
To upgrade the capacities of conventional PI
parameter tuning systems, a few insightful
approaches have been proposed to enhance the PI
tuning, for example, genetic algorithm and particle
swarm optimization, etc.
It has been affirmed that the greater part of the
modern controllers being used today use PI or
modified PI control plans. This across-the-board
acknowledgment of the PI controllers is generally
ascribed to their effortlessness and powerful
execution in an extensive variety of working
conditions. One noteworthy issue looked at in the
organization of PI controllers is the best possible
tuning of pick-up values. Throughout the years,
different heuristic procedures were proposed for
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tuning the PI controller. Among the soonest
techniques is the established Ziegler-Nichols tuning
system, in any case, it is hard to decide ideal or close
ideal parameters with this because most mechanical
plants are regularly exceptionally complex having
high order, time delay, and nonlinearities.
2.

Literature review

Impressive work has been done in the past on the
design of PMSMs with various rotor designs. For
exterior PMSMs, some essential plan models for
torque ability, loss estimation, thermal properties,
and magnet insurance have been set up by Slemon
[19, 20]. A detailed plan case of surface mounted
PMSM is given by Panigrahi [21]. The planning
strategy proposed in these papers created inexact
relations for deciding the real engine measurements
to meet a plan detail. These relations are valuable in
getting an estimation of what can be accomplished
before a definite engine configuration is done. Be
that as it may, a large portion of the plan relations is
communicated in the shape which is autonomous of
the attributes of the inverter supply to the engine.
These PM engines are prepared to do high torque,
furthermore, increasing speed, especially in the
typical speed extend, yet they are not appropriate for
rapid activity because of poor magnet insurance and
motion debilitating ability.
For the ordinary plan of inside PMSMs, the
proportion of rotor saliency is as high as 2 to 3 [11].
The required engine parameters can be
accomplished through various offbeat rotor
arrangements [16, 17, 18, 25]. It is demonstrated that
a high saliency proportion and a low PM excitation
motion can be accomplished by sandwiching
adaptable sheets of magnets between hub covers as
appeared in [16]. The favorable position of this
development lives in its low PM motion and
extensive steady power speed run.
Past outline contemplates having considered just
saliency proportions more prominent than solidarity.
By the by, developments with Lq/Ld < 1 are
conceivable either by utilizing single or different
q−axis transition hindrances [17] or by utilizing a
rotor with two pivotal parts: one non-notable
(outside PMSM) and the other of the synchronous
hesitance compose [18]. It is demonstrated that this
sort of engine permits a lower estimation of
evaluated current and shows a bigger speed run for

transition debilitating tasks. In any case, both the
rotors with low and high saliency proportions have
the particular burdens that the mechanical structure
restrains the most extreme speed, what's more,
requires offbeat assembling innovation.
The issue of transition debilitating utilizing current
control was first featured by Jahns. He proposed a
restorative technique for control of the standard
vector control design [13]. An input of current
controller mistake in the synchronous organizes was
managed to zero through a PI-controller by
lessening the d-pivot current Id and in this manner
getting the q-pivot current Iq. Another technique
introduced by Sul utilizing a PI control of the voltage
blunder between the immersed voltage and the yield
voltage order of the PI current controller to change
the d−axis current order [52]. Then again, the plan
introduced by Morimoto takes a gander at voltage
reference to decide the control modes between
consistent torque also, transition debilitating [51].
3.

Modelling of PMSM

The ordinary plan technique for PM machines
depends on the planner's involvement. To outline a
synchronous engine with astounding execution and
monetary cost, it is important to do an ideal plan of
the structures of the PMs in the engine. Rising out of
the advancement up until this point, the PMSM has
a wide range of sorts of rotor PM structures. By and
large, the essential three conspicuous PM game
plans of rotor structures are surface mounted
magnets, radially polarized magnets (inserted type),
what's more, circumferentially charged magnets
(talked type) [8– 11].
The d-and q-organize based proportionate circuit
demonstrate is utilized for the displaying of PMSMs.
Fig. 3.2 delineates a calculated cross-sectional
perspective of a 3-stage, 2-shaft inside PMSM
alongside two reference outlines. To demonstrate
the inductance contrast (Lq > Ld), the rotor is drawn
with saliency. The electrical unique condition
regarding phase factors can be composed as:
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𝜑𝑚𝑐 = 𝜑𝑚 cos(𝜃 +

2𝜋
3

)

(3.9)

For this system the input power can be represented
as:
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑎 𝐼𝑎 + 𝑉𝑏 𝐼𝑏 + 𝑉𝑐 𝐼𝑐
(3.10)

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of the motor
𝜕𝜑𝑎
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(3.1)
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(3.2)
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(3.3)
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Where, 𝑉𝑎 , 𝑉𝑏 , 𝑉𝑐 are phase voltages,
𝐼𝑎 , 𝐼𝑏 , 𝐼𝑐 are phase currents and R is resistance. The
flux linkages (𝜑𝑎 , 𝜑𝑏 , 𝜑𝑐 ) are as:
𝜑𝑎 = 𝐿11 𝐼𝑎 + 𝐿12 𝐼𝑏 + 𝐿13 𝐼𝑐 + 𝜑𝑚𝑎

(3.4)

𝜑𝑏 = 𝐿21 𝐼𝑎 + 𝐿22 𝐼𝑏 + 𝐿23 𝐼𝑐 + 𝜑𝑚𝑏

(3.5)

𝜑𝑐 = 𝐿31 𝐼𝑎 + 𝐿32 𝐼𝑏 + 𝐿33 𝐼𝑐 + 𝜑𝑚𝑐

(3.6)

Where, (𝜑𝑚𝑎 , 𝜑𝑚𝑏 , 𝜑𝑚𝑐 are a component of phase
flux linkages given by permanent magnets. In the
above equations, inductances are functions of the
angle θ. When the rotor q-axis is line up with the
phase axis, then stator self-inductance is reached its
maximum. On the other hand, mutual inductances
reach their maximum value when the rotor q-axis is
in the middle between the two phases. The
consequence of saliency comes into view in the
stator self and mutual inductances which are
indicated by the expression 2θ. In the interim, the
flux linkage at the stator windings owing to the
permanent magnets is:
𝜑𝑚𝑎 = 𝜑𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝜑𝑚𝑏 = 𝜑𝑚 cos(𝜃 −

(3.7)
2𝜋
3

)

(3.8)

To find the phase currents from the flux linkages, the
inverse of the time-varying inductance matrix will
have to be computed at each time step [4]. The
calculation of the inverse at each time step is
prolonged and could create problems of numerical
stability. To overcome such quantities in voltages,
currents, flux linkages, and phase inductances, stator
quantities are changed to a d-q rotating reference
frame using Park’s transformation. Such
consequences in the equations having time-invariant
coefficients.

4. Introduction to PSO
PSO calculation depends on swarm intelligence (SI).
The strategy got inspiration by noticing the social
collaboration, practices of creatures seen among
birds, fishes and so on. PSO follows the technique
that is found in fishes, where they discover food by
contending and the coordinating among themselves.
The multitude has people which are considered
particles in which every molecule addresses
different conceivable arrangement of the boundaries
that are obscure which ought to get improved. A
'swarm' is normally instated by a populace of
arbitrary arrangements. In this framework, particles
fly’s around in a multi-dimensional hunt space. It
continues changing its situation as for its own insight
and furthermore by thinking about the experience of
its adjoining molecule.
The objective of every molecule is to look through
an answer effectively to accomplish this. The
particles swarm among themselves and moves to the
best capacity which is called fitting capacity. At that
point it unites to a solitary min or max arrangement.
A capacity is now characterized and that capacity is
utilized to examine the presentation of that
molecule. The precision of the regulator that is tuned
relies upon model's exactness. So, the framework
model is significant. The lone target of this work is
to utilize the proposed PSO to accomplish the ideal
boundary estimations of a PID regulator that is
utilized in a two-tank process. Here we instate a
framework with a populace that has arbitrary
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arrangements. They are called particles.
Furthermore, an arbitrary speed is allocated to every
one of them. PSO relies upon the data that get traded
between swarms (particles). Each multitude adjusts
its way to its best wellness work that has been
accomplished till that second. This worth is alluded
as pbest. In addition, swarms change its way
likewise by considering the best past position that
was accomplished by its adjoining part. It is alluded
as gbest. In the inquiry space the particles move with
a speed which is versatile in nature.
A capacity is utilized to break down the presentation
of multitude; with the goal that we can discover
whether it has achieved the best arrangement. This
capacity is called wellness work. As the amassing
happens, every molecule attempts to accomplish its
best capacity and by the end, particles show a
deteriorating pattern. Through this cycle every
molecule gets upgraded. Think about D as the
component of search space.

A basic PSO has two phases, exploration and
exploitation. In the exploration phase, particles
search the most promising regions and in the
exploitation phase particle moves towards the best
position. PSO finds the global best (gbest) value of
particles by changing their position with respect to
best position of particles. Local best value (pbest) of
each particle communicates their information to the
rest of the particles through their neighbors.
Therefore, the overall best position of particles
attracts the other particles gradually according to the
updated velocity of each particle which is depending
on gbest and pbest values. The efficiency of the
algorithm depends on the strategy used to select
parameters for the next iteration. The basic PSO
algorithm requires three steps, namely, generation of
particles, positions and velocities, second, update
velocity and third, position update. PSO is initialized
with the group of random particle positions (xik) and
velocities (vik) between upper and lower bound of
design variable values as expressed in following
equations
𝑥𝑖𝑘 = 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑁, 𝑑).∗ (𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(3.1)

And
𝑣𝑖𝑘 = 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑁, 𝑑).∗ (𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

(3.2)

Where, N: number of population.
d: number of parameters to optimize.
k: current iteration count.
xmin and xmax: minimum and maximum value of
particles in search space.
vmin and vmax: minimum and maximum value of the
position of particles to move in search space.
The second step is to update velocities of all particle
positions for next (k+1) iteration using the particles
fitness values which is function of particle positions.
These fitness function value determines which
particle has a global best (gbestk) value in the current
swarm (iteration) and also determine the best
position (pbesti) of each particle.
After finding the two best values, the particles
update its velocity and positions of each (ith) particle
using following equation:
𝑣𝑖𝑘+1 = 𝑤𝑣𝑖𝑘 + 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑘 − 𝑥𝑖𝑘 ) +
Fig. 2 PSO flow chart

𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑥𝑖𝑘 )

(3)
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Where, r1 and r2 are the two distinct random values
between 0 and 1. c1 and c2 are acceleration constant
which are set at 2. These constants help to move
particles towards the best possible value (gbestk) and
‘w’ is the inertia weight used to balance between
previous and current best value. Inertia weight
change in succeeding iteration as :

Table 1
Meth
od
PSO
Z-N

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 −

(𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟

Ki

1.05
7
50

1.727
7
2.414
7

(4)

Where, itermax is the maximum number of
iterations. wmax and wmin, the upper and lower limit of
inertia weights which are 0.9 and 0.4 respectively.
Now positions of particles are updated using
following equation:
𝑥𝑖𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝑣𝑖𝑘+1 

Kp

(5)

4.0720333×
104
4.3935×105

Executi
on time
In sec.
85.4348
65
105.256
7

(a) Convergence profile: figure 4 and 5 shows the
convergence profile of fitness function optimize by
PSO method concerning iteration count. This figure
clearly illustrates that the value of the global best
value of fitness function and mean value of fitness
function for the population size of 30 is converged
at the best value.

5.RESLT AND DISCUSSION
In this section performance of the PSO method for
optimization of PI controller for speed control of
PMSM motor is analysed and compares its result
with Z-N method. A complete comparative
simulation model of the PMSM motor using PSO
and the G-N method is shown.

Best fitness
function

minimum of fitness
6.00E+04
5.00E+04
4.00E+04
3.00E+04

min

2.00E+04
1.00E+04
0.00E+00
1 10192837465564738291
Fig 4: convergence profile of the global best value
of fitness function over iteration count

mean(fitness)

Fig 3 Comparative MATLAB simulation model of
PMSM motor
The optimized value of motor is tabulate in table 1

1.40E+07
1.20E+07
1.00E+07
8.00E+06
6.00E+06
4.00E+06
2.00E+06
0.00E+00

mean(fitness)

1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91
Fig. 5 Convergence of mean value of fitness
function over iteration count
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Comparison based on statistical evaluation:

Table 3: comparative performance evaluation of
PMSM motor

P
S
O

4.072
03×10
4

4.07×
104

4.06
×104

6.70
×1011

Freq. of convergence for 100
runs

Max. value (fbest) in 100
runs

std (fbest) in 100 runs(σ)

(μ)
median (fbest) in 100 runs

mean (fbest) in 100 runs

Best value (fbest) in 100
runs

Algorithm

Table 2- Statistically comparison of
proposed hybrid system

Algo
rith
m

Max
imu
m
over
shoo
t

Ris
e
tim
e in
sec

Set
tlin
g
tim
e in
sec

Ste
ad
ysta
te
err
or

Pea
k
tim
e in
sec

Unde
rshoo
t

PSO

0.95
6

1.3
490

2.4
042

0.0
004

4.79
90

0

Z-N

0.99
96

51.
306
6

91.
351
2

0.0
24

182.
506
5

0

Fig. 6 shows the comparative step response of speed
in rpm of the PMSM motor. This figure clearly
illustrates that the performance of PSO optimized
controller (shown by the green solid line) have better
in terms of overshoot, settling time over Z-N based
controller gain.

800
700
600

400
300
200

4.07
×104

80

100
0
-100

ZN

4.393
5×105

5.935
×105

4.95
×105

7.70
×101

wr-conventional
wr-PSO

500
speed (rpm)

Table-2 gives the statistical comparative results for
both the method. All stochastic optimization
methods start with a randomly generated population
and hence to establish their effectiveness, enough
runs must be taken. Out of two methods employed
for determining the optimal gains of the PI
controller, PSO gives the best performance, which is
observed from the statistical inference Table-3. It is
observed that out of 100 runs best minimum value
(4.07203×104) is obtained using PSO. Further, the
worst maximum (4.07×104) is also less than those
obtained by Z-N methods. Also, the average value
(4.07×104) is less than those obtained by other
techniques. It is stressed here that the standard
deviation (6.70×10-11) is obtained by PSO is
significantly less than that obtained by the Z-N
method. This shows the robustness of the PSO
method over Z-N for the present problem.

5.35
×105

5

(c) Time-domain simulation performance: table 3
shows the comparative analysis of the performance
of PSO and Z-N-based optimized PMSM motor in
terms of undershooting, overshoot, rise time, settling
time, etc.

0

0.01

0.02

0.03
time

0.04

0.05

0.06

Fig.6 Comparative response of speed of PMSM
motor concerning the time
Figure 7 depicts that response of torque concerning
time has less oscillation in PSO based optimized
PMSM motor compare to the Z-N method. Figure 8
illustrates the three-phase current of PSO optimized
PMSM motor which is set at their required value
with less oscillation in response.
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40
Te-conventional
Te-PSO
30

torque (N-m)

20

10

0

-10

-20

0

0.01

0.02

0.03
time

0.04

0.05

0.06

Fig. 7 Response of torque concerning the time

establish their effectiveness, a sufficient number of
runs must be taken. Out of two methods employed
for determining the optimal gains of the PI
controller, PSO gives the best performance, which is
observed from the statistical inference. It is observed
that out of 100 runs best minimum value
(4.07203×104) is obtained using PSO. Further, the
worst maximum (4.07×104) is also less than those
obtained by Z-N methods. Also, the average value
(4.07×104) is less than those obtained by other
techniques. It is stressed here that the standard
deviation (6.70×10-11) is obtained by PSO is
significantly less than that obtained by the Z-N
method. This shows the robustness of the PSO
method over Z-N for the present problem.

40

References
30

current

20

10

0

-10

-20

-30

0

0.01

0.02

0.03
time

0.04

0.05

0.06

Fig. 8 response of three-phase current of PSO
optimize PMSM motor.

6.CONCLUSION
The optimal PI speed controller of a permanent
magnet has been designed using the PSO technique
to optimize PI parameters instead of using the
heuristic technique which is more time-consuming
compared to using the PSO technique. The result
was based on the case study, which is the condition
of reference speed and the electromagnetic torque
value. After a few iterations, it clearly showed that
the PSO can find the optimal value of the PI
parameters and demonstrated a better performance
in the steady-state error of the system drive. PMSM
falls in the Synchronous Control framework. For the
PMSM framework, vector control is picked as a
controlling strategy. For this motor drive
framework, Control is picked rather than Direct
Torque Control (DTC) even though DTC has made
incredible progress in controlling AC motor. All
stochastic optimization methods start with a
randomly generated population and hence to
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